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Food for thought

Panel of students advises cafeteria food provider Charwell's
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classwork, art, music, and theater.

The Medical Interpretation class offers bilingual students the opportunity to expand their knowledge in their language other than English in a clinic environment.
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Medical Interpretation class offers opportunities to bilingual students

THINKING WORDS

Panel of students advises cafeteria food provider Charwell's
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Have you ever wanted to give your opinion about the meals served at BHS?

There are about 18 to 20 students who give their opinions about the food, distribute surveys to the student body and collect feedback. The group meets with some members of the Chartwells staff, a Chartwells retail account executive food director and representatives from the school. They get a small sample of it to see if they like it. If they like it, they try it out on the menu.

Since Charwell's is a company that works with other schools across the country, as well as with other schools in the Brockton area. The teachers and students in the cafeteria advisory group get to see new foods the other schools have, which can then be tested in our school too. The daily burgers are an example of an idea that started in a school in Brockton and was tested in our school too.

There is also the addition of veggie burgers. Senior Mia Pacheco said, "I like being on the advisory because it deals with something you come in contact with daily. It feels like we have a say about how the cafeteria runs. A couple of topics the advisory group discussed recently was smoothies at breakfast and how to spread our food along the serving line so the main lunch line is not out the door. Just like a restaurant, we have a head chef, Mike Dorselow. During the school year he goes around to the head sailors, the assistant chefs, and Piggin's break room at the beginning of the month to discuss the meals. They mainly talk about the promotional meals. They get a small sample of it to see if they like it. If they like it, they try it out on the menu.
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